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Chapter 1. Executive Summary 

1.1. Background   
JICA Vietnam Office and the Ministry of Planning and Investment (hereinafter referred to as "MPI") agreed 

that the following functions are necessary to the enhanced monitoring database system (hereinafter referred to 
as "EMDB"). 

1) Obtaining accurate payment information 
2) Visualizing status of project promotions and reports, and improve quality of submitted reports, and 
3) Visualizing the trend of project promotions, and accessibility to those anytime from anywhere. 
 
With those functions, following objectives shall be realized; 
1) Checking project process, and feedback to related entities. 
2) Processing and analyzing project and opened data, and reflected to the midterm national plan, in future. 

1.2. Survey items and results 

 Survey results of the “feasibility and efficacy of the Enhanced monitoring database 
system” 

1) Assessment of existing systems of relevant authorities related to the monitoring 
for public investment projects in the government of Vietnam 
 All the equipment except load balancing device is configured as redundant, and then the system 

implements high availability. 
 Expansion plan of the system against the increase of the project to be registered (forty thousand 

projects per year). Thus, the capacity shortage of the system in near future is concerned. 
 The measure plans for system failures or application improvement are insufficient, and need to be 

planned for stable system operations and future application improvements. 
 The system need to exchange information with Ministry of Finance (hereinafter referred to as 

“MOF") to fill in the shortage of accurate payment information of existing system. 
 Since the main functions provided related to the project management are for data input and tabular 

form, it is difficult to grasp the situations, issues and delays of the projects. 

2) Preparing for design and specification of EMDB and applications 
The necessary functions are discussed while assuming a future usage. 

・ Since the project data is stored in existing systems, and the training session for data input using the 
existing system had been held from December 2015 through January 2016, the EMDB uses data stored 
in existing systems to provide new functions. 

・ The EMDB need to have the function to pair the data captured from TABMIS and the data managed in 
the existing system. 

・ The system users are managed in four groups, and available functions will be allocated depend on those 
groups. The groups are determined by the assigned user rights during user registration. 

・ The EMDB need to have functions that provide analysis function, such as trend analysis, drill-down 
analysis, slice analysis, dice analysis, and comparison analysis. 



 

 

・ To provide the analysis functions, the system need to guarantee the sufficient system resources to store 
large amount of data for long-term. 

・ The system need to have the input and output interfaces in HTML that does not require any special 
mechanism to aim prolonged use of the system, ensuring versatility, publicly to ensure transparency of 
project management, and adjusting to the future technology. 

3) Basic plan for training on MPI staffs and deployment of the EMDB 
・ In order to increase the usage of the EMDB, training sessions should be held for system users that 

cover the way to analyze project data using analysis tools. 
 For MPI: Select trainers from MPI staffs to perform trainings to Department of Planning and 

Investment (hereinafter referred as “DPI”）, and those trainers should be trained thorough training 
sessions. 

・ For System Users: The training by the MPI trainers carried out to the representatives of each DPI 
(assumed two hundred people). 

・ For general users: Publish the user’s guide for investors and general users on MPI's official website 
・ Capture the usage of the EMDB in each six months, and perform additional trainings to promote further 

use of the EMDB. 

4) Outline the operation and maintenance plan of EMDB and forecast the cost for 
maintenance 

・ Creating a configuration of software and hardware for implementing the specifications discussed in 
“Chapter 3, 3.2. Preparing for Design and Specification of EMDB and Applications.” 

・ In order to achieve a self-supporting operation by the MPI, increase the convenience and availability 
while diverting the existing technology. 

・ Discussing the necessity of the system improvement in every six moth according to numbers of 
registered users, attribute of users, access logs, to ensure the scheme of continuous improvement. 

・ Estimated the necessary cost budget based on the planed measures for system failures and application 
improvements. 

・ The expansion of the existing platform was assumed to ensure availability, scalability, and reliability 
of the EMDB. 

・ The operation and maintenance cost was estimated including organization and support for the operation 
and maintenance. 

Chapter 2. Overview of the Survey 

2.1. Background 
The Japan International Cooperation Agency (hereinafter referred to as “JICA”) Vietnam office and the 

Ministry of Planning and Investment (hereinafter referred to as “MPI”) agreed that following functions are 
necessary to the enhanced monitoring database system (hereinafter referred to as “EMDB”);  

1) Obtaining accurate payment information, 
2) Visualizing status of project promotions and reports, and improve quality of submitted reports, and 
3) Visualizing the trend of project promotions, and accessibility to those in anytime from anywhere. 

 
With those functions, following objectives shall be realized; 
1) Checking project process, and feedback to related entities. 



 

 

2) Processing and analyzing project and opened data, and reflect to the midterm national plan, in future. 
 
As a result of assessment and discussions above, JICA decided to conduct a detailed planning survey for the 

Project, including detailed assessment on the design of database systems, and intend to agree with project 
framework at the end of the survey. 

2.2. Objectives of the survey 
The objectives of the survey are as follows; 
1) Identifying the detailed function of EMDB and applications which need to be developed 
2) Assessing necessity of capacity and institutional development so that MPI and other government 

agencies can utilize EMDB to prevent corruption 
3) Making basic plan for training on MPI staffs and deployment of the EMDB 
4) Making the outline of the operation and maintenance plan of EMDB and forecasting the cost for 

maintenance 
5) Agreeing the framework of the Project, including the project implementation schedule, with special 

attention to participation of the counterpart staff 

2.3. Agenda of Survey 
The surveys on the detail plans of the project, including detail assessment related to the database system 

design, were performed. Primary survey points are as follows; 

 Feasibility and efficacy of the enhanced monitoring database (EMDB) 
Based on the current MPI system (Information system for monitoring and evaluation of state-funded 

projects, hereinafter referred as “Existing System”), feasibility and efficacy of the Existing System were 
discussed with MPI. Also, survey on the Existing System and related system were performed for those 
discussions. The detailed survey results are reported in Chapter 3. 

2.4. Policy and Overview of the Survey 

 Survey for “Feasibility and efficacy of the enhanced monitoring database” 
In order to survey for “Feasibility and efficacy of the enhanced monitoring database,” the survey 

was performed based on the following policies. The policy and over view of the survey are outlined 
below. 

1) Policy of the Survey 
The basic policy to confirm the feasibility and efficacy of the enhanced monitoring database is as 

follows: 
 Confirm by documents if documented and viewable 
 Confirm by accessing actual system if accessible 
 Confirm by face to face interview for the information that is not documented or in non-disclosed 

documents 
 For the considerations, we conducted discussions by presenting factors to realize the EMDB at 

the same time with interviewing present condition, demands, and ideal situations of MPI 
 The interview includes face to face interview, interview by e-mail and through the phone calls 

2) Overview of the Survey Items 



 

 

For the survey of “the feasibility and efficacy of the enhanced monitoring database,” overview of the 
survey items performed is as follows;  

a. Assessment of existing system of relevant authorities related to the monitoring for public 
investment projects in the government of Vietnam 
i. Identify related systems to EMDB 

ii. Identify detailed specification of data connection / linkage functions 
 Operation cycles (Initializing project management, update information, closing projects) 
 Specification of each function 
 Management information items of projects 
 Specification of output functions 

iii. Identify the specification of MPI common infrastructure platform 
 Identify the rules of MPI common infrastructure platform 
 Identify Server hardware, storage hardware, and middleware 
 Assessment of usage  
 Assessment of current operations and maintenance 

b. Preparation for Design and specification of application 
i. Requirements of EMDB application 
 Discussion of overview 
 Discussion of function specifications 
 Discussion of concept data 
 Discussion of users and limitations of viewers 
 Discussion of user client devices 
 Identify limitations on program development 

ii. System requirement of EMDB infrastructure 
 Identify non-functional requirements 

iii. Methodology of data linkage 
 Identifying requirements of MPI common infrastructure platform to exchange data among 

systems 
 Identifying requirements of data linkage among related systems, such as MOF to exchange data 

c. Basic plan for training on MPI staffs and deployment of the EMDB 
i. Basic plan for training of EMDB 
 Identifying items to be trained 
 Selecting trainers 
 Style of training 

ii. Basic plan of deployment of EMDB 
 Consideration of approach of deployment 
 Identifying item to be deployed 
 Identifying range of functions to be deployed 
 Confirmation of necessity of modification of related systems connected to EMDB 

d. Outline the operation and maintenance plan of EMDB and forecast the cost for 



 

 

maintenance 
i. Confirmation of current maintenance plan on MPI common infrastructure platform 
 Current maintenance plan 
 Current operation plan 

ii. Clarifying division of roles on operations and maintenance of EMDB 
 Roles on operation, maintenance, troubleshooting and OS updates 

iii. Confirmation of assumed configuration of EMDB and estimation of the cost 
 Creating configurations of devices based on the results of discussions 
 Calculation of procurement of assumed device configuration, and developing and installing 

them 

iv. Specifying and consideration for requirement of maintenance plan 
 Scalability, operations and serviceability 
 Data integrity 
 Clarifying maintenance items 

e. Consideration for maintenance plan and cost estimation 
 Maintenance organization/team 
 Maintenance period 
 Maintenance methodology and SLA 
 Estimation of required cost 

Chapter 3. Survey Results “Feasibility and Efficacy of the Enhanced 
Monitoring Database System” 

3.1. Assessment of the Existing System 

 Objectives of the Systems 
It is defined that MPI have to perform following items as its responsibilities in investment supervision 

and evaluation, and the existing system has been installed as the mechanism for implementing it. 
1) Guide, monitor, summarize and report on investment supervision and evaluation activities 

nationwide to the Prime Minister.  
2) Organize overall investment supervision and evaluation nationwide. 
3) Monitor and evaluate programs and projects subject to investment policy decision by the Prime 

Minister, the Government or the National Assembly. 
4) Supervise and evaluate projects which fall within its deciding competence (including projects 

decentralized and authorized to lower-level authorities for investment decision).  
5) Supervise and evaluate projects for which it has granted investment registration certificates. 
6) Propose the Prime Minister or related ministries, sectors and localities solutions to problems in 

investment activities of sectors and localities or for specific projects in order to ensure investment 
progress and efficiency. 

7) Consider, give opinions on, or settle issues which fall within the ambit of its functions and tasks 
as requested by other ministries, sectors, localities and project managers. 

8) Build and operate the information system serving investment supervision and evaluation. 



 

 

9) Perform other tasks related to investment supervision and evaluation as requested by the 
Government or the Prime Minister. 

 Functions 

1) Overview of the Systems 
The overview of the existing system is as follows; 

 
Figure 1: System Image of the Current System 

2) Functions 

a. Specification of Functions 
It was confirmed that the functions of the Existing System mainly focused on registering data to the 

system, and no functions to analyze or visualize for grasping project status easier. Thus, any functions 
that assist reporting efficiently or analyze reasonability of the each project by comparing similar projects 
are not implemented. As registered data is only viewable by listing style or details in table format, ideas 
to grasp the situation of each project, or alerting functions depend on the situation of each project, for 
example, are not presented.  

b. Items Managed as Project Information 
All information related to the state-funded projects are input to and managed by the existing system 

using database. The managed data items managed by that database is listed in “Appendix a. The Database 

List of Existing System.” 

c. Function for Data Output 
The Existing systems corresponds to the display output in HTML format, also it is confirmed that 

those are accessible from the internet via MPI official web site. The captured WEB site that opened to 
public is as follows; 



 

 

 
Figure 2: MPI Official WEB Site 

Disclosed information on the official web site is such as Unit name, QHNS code, Project name, 
License, Sign date, Owner name, Confirmed Date, and Validity period. Also, project information is 
searchable by those as a keyword.  

Since the Existing System is not expected to collaborate with other systems, output is not provided as 
functions. However, output in the CSV format by the operation of the existing system, output by the 
direct operation of the database is possible.  

d. List of Functions 
Primary functions of the existing system are listed below. 

Table 1: Function List 

No Function Description 
User Authentication 
1 Sign in Sign in the system 
2 Management of group rights Manage rights of each groups 
3 Management of user groups Create, update and delete user group information 
4 User management Create, update and delete user information 
Logs 
5 Log management View, search and delete system log 
Certificate 

6 Management of certificate Query the revocation information of the digital 
certificate 

Project Portfolio 
7 Management of project Register, update and delete project 
8 Management of classification Register, update and delete project classification 
9 Management of level Register, update and delete project level 
10 Management of adjustment type Register, update and delete project adjustment type 

11 Management of bidding process Register, update and delete the information about 
bidding process 

12 Management of procurement methods Register, update and delete the information about 



 

 

No Function Description 
procurement methods 

13 Management of contract Register, update and delete the information about 
contract 

14 Management of form Register, update and delete the project management 
form 

15 Management of investors Register, update and delete the information about 
investors 

Organization Management 

16 Management of project management 
committee(Portfolio) 

Register, update and delete the information about 
the project management committee 

17 Management of project management 
agency 

Register, update and delete the information about 
project management agency 

Assessment Portfolio 

18 Management of investment evaluation 
agency 

Register, update and delete the information about 
investment evaluation agency 

19 Management of private investment rater Register, update and delete the information about 
private investment rater 

Violation Management 

20 Investment procedure Register, update and delete violation information on 
the investment procedure  

21 Procurement procedures Register, update and delete violation information on 
the procurement procedure 

Delay Management 
22 Management of delay cause Register, update and delete delay cause 
Economic Sector Management 

23 List management of economic sector Register, update and delete information about 
economic sector 

Procurement Management 

24 Procurement field Register, update and delete information about 
procurement field 

25 List of successful bidder(Portfolio) Register, update and delete information about 
successful bidder 

Project Management 

26 Status Register, update and delete information about 
project status 

27 General information Register, update and delete the project general 
information 

28 Investment decision Register, update and delete information about 
project investment decision 

29 Adjustment Register, update and delete information about 
project adjustment 

30 Industry/Sector Register, update and delete information about 
industry/sector in the project 

31 Project attachment Register, update and delete information about 
project attachment 

32 Bidding plan Register, update and delete information about 
project bidding plan 

33 Bidding adjustment Register, update and delete information about 
project bidding adjustment 

34 Information about selection of contractor Register, update and delete information about the 
selection of contractor 

Contract Management 



 

 

No Function Description 
35 Contract information Register, update and delete contract information 

36 Contract adjustment information Register, update and delete contract adjustment 
information 

Capital Management 

37 Information about project capital 
requirement 

Register, update and delete information about 
project capital requirement 

38 Information about project finance Register, update and delete information about 
project finance 

39 Information about the project funds 
transferring 

Register, update and delete information about 
project funds transferring 

Work Management 
40 Work completion record Register, update and delete work completion record 
41 Acceptance work Register, update and delete acceptance work 

42 Work that was paid in advance Register, update and delete work that was paid in 
advance 

Payment Management 

43 Payment information Register, update and delete information about 
payment 

44 Information  about acceptance and 
settlement of the contract 

Register, update and delete information about 
acceptance and settlement of the contract 

45 Information about expenditure not 
recorded in the bidding expenses 

Register, update and delete information about  
expenditure not recorded in the bidding expenses 

Compensation Management 

46 Eviction and compensation Register, update and delete information about  
eviction and compensation 

Incident Management 

47 Problems beyond the competence of the 
Investor 

Register, update and delete the problems beyond 
the competence of the Investor 

48 Progress and results of problem-solving 
that exceeds the investor's authority 

Register, update and delete the progress and the 
results of problem-solving that exceeds the 
investor's authority 

49 Implementation of problem-solving Register, update and delete problem-solving 
implementation 

50 Project which exceed the investment 
decision-making authority 

Register, update and delete the problem  of the 
project which exceed the investment decision-
making authority 

Assessment Management 

51 Information  of the project inspection 
team 

Register, update and delete the information  of the 
project inspection team 

52 Information of tested project result  Register, update and delete the Information of 
tested project result  

53 Information of the project evaluation Register, update and delete the Information of the 
project evaluation 

Summary Information 

54 Information about each project for each 
phase 

Display summary information about each project 
for each phase 

55 Information about each project for each 
implementation period 

Display summary information about each project 
for each implementation period 

56 Accumulated information from the time 
of start of the project 

Display summary accumulated information from 
the time of the start of the project 

57 Information about the project for each 
region 

Display summary information about the project for 
each region 



 

 

No Function Description 

58 Information about the project for each 
sector 

Display summary information about the project for 
each field 

59 Information about the investment 
decisions of the situation to each project 

Display summary information on the investment 
decisions of the situation to each project 

60 Information about the adjustment status 
of each investment project 

Display summary information on the adjustment 
status of each investment project 

61 Information about  bid process Display summary information on the bid situation 

62 Confirmation of the delay status of 
implementation of the project activities 

Confirm the delay status of implementation of the 
project activities 

63 Status of each project Display summary information about each project 
situation 

64 Requests for budget to each project Display summary information on the budget 
requests to each project 

65 Budget allocation to each project Display summary information on the budget 
allocation to each project 

Reports 
66 Report(structured format) View report of the structured format 
67 The progress of the report chart View the progress of the report chart 

68 Chart of monitoring and evaluation 
reports View chart of monitoring and evaluation reports 

69 Report(map format) View report of the map format 

70 Audit report of the investment 
implementation project 

View audit report of the investment implementation 
project 

71 Project which has challenges or delay View report of the project which has challenges or 
delay 

72 Project which has some adjustment View reports of the monitoring about project 
adjusted 

73 Audit report of bidders selection View audit report of bidders selection 

74 Audit report of the violation of the 
project View audit report of the violation of the project 

Statistics 

75 Statistics of the PJ that are not regularly 
report View statistics of the PJ that are not regularly report 

76 Statistics of unreported project of each 
administrator 

View statistics of unreported project of each 
administrator 

77 Statistics of unreported project for each 
region View statistics of unreported project for each region 

 

3) Data to Manage 
The primary data and its relations are modeled in the following diagram. The details are described in 

“Appendix a. The Database List of Existing System” and “Appendix b. Concept Data of Existing System.” 



 

 

 
Figure 3: Relation Diagram of Existing System 

 Users 
In the document that defines the MPI’s scope of responsibility, subjects conducting investment 

supervision and evaluation are also defined. Thus, the users of the system are as follows; 
 Agency assigned to make a program investment policy proposal report 
 Agency assigned to prepare project investment 
 Program manager, component project managers, project owner, investors  
 Agency or person competent to decide on investment policy; person competent to decide on 

investment 
 Project user  
 Managing agency, agency representing the state owner 
 State agency competent to sign contracts on public private partnership projects 
 Investment registration agency and investment registration certificate-granting agency 
 Specialized state management agency 
 Public investment state management agency and investment state management agency 
 Community investment monitoring board 

 Operations 



 

 

1) Operation Cycle 
It is prescribed to register information related to the project into the Existing System promptly after 

the project launched. Also, update information is defined to be carried out appropriately according to the 
progress of the project, and particular cycle to update information is not determined. In addition, although 
there is no medium- to long-term operational definition because there is little information registered at 
the time of the survey, it was also confirmed that the information that has been once registered an 
operating policy to continue to hold, rather than be removed even after the project is complete. 

2) Common Fundamental Rules in the System Environment 
It is confirmed that no written operation rules related to the MPI common platform exist. However, 

followings are known as unspoken rules. 
 The common platform uses virtual environment for effective use of IT resources and ensure 

higher availability, and any systems should be installed on this platform. 
 To obtain virtual environment, unified specification in MPI should be used, and Virtual machines 

are unified with the Operation System in same matter. 
 Application Platform is unified in specified software by MPI, and software development 

framework is in same matters. 
 Data management should be performed using database management system, and database 

management software should be unified in MPI. Also, prevent data damage or loss by obtaining 
the backup periodically. 

3) Hardware and Software of the Existing System  
As noted previously, the existing system is implemented on the MPI’s common platform using virtual 

technology. Thus, the existing system does not have its own system-specific hardware. The software also 
complies with the common fundamental rules described above, and no system-specific software is 
installed. The details are described in “Appendix c. The System Details and Resource Usage of the 

Existing System.” 

4) Usage of the Existing System 
The overview of the use of the system is as follows; 

Table 2: System Usage 

Items The Result of the Survey (at the time of the survey unless noted) 

Number of registered 
project 

Approximately 4,500 projects 
As approximately 40,000-50,000 projects launched annually, it is 
assumed 45,000 projects increases every year.  

Number of 
simultaneous accesses 
to the system 

Approximately 300 accesses average/daily (daytime) 

Registered Users Approximately 2,000 users 

5) Current Operation Design 



 

 

a. Availability of the System 
In principle, all the equipment should be redundant configuration to ensure availability as fault 

tolerance. In addition, by the virtual technology, it has also realized that to reduce the impact on the 
system due to hardware failure. 

All data of the virtual servers, databases and file servers, are stored on the integrated storage, thereby 
enabling the system recovery and data recovery in the event of a failure in obtaining periodical backups. 

Backups, weekly full backups and daily differential backups, have been implemented for the 
recovery of up to 14 days before is available. 

As the principle of the backup, primary backup in to the integrated storage, secondary backup in 
external media (D2D2T method) are used. 

b. Performance and Scalability of the System 
As described above, each system is built on the virtual environment, and it is designed with 

provisioning technology to allocate computer resources dynamically only as needed upon the request or 
system failure. Thereby, those secure the system performance and scalability of it. In addition, the blade 
typed server equipment is used for future enhancement by space-saving. 

c. Operations and Serviceability of the System 
All the system is built on the MPI common platform as described before. Efficient operation and 

maintenance system with limited personnel are realized by reducing the load by unifying system with 
description in “3.1 D. 2). Common Fundamental Rules in the System Environment”. 

For the hardware on the other hand, counter measure for device failures such as maintenance service 
agreement are not taken. Also the target fault recovery time is not set. However, addition to the redundant 
configurations, procurement of spare devices enables to exchange parts by MPI themselves, and shorten 
recovery time 

 MPI’s Common Platform 
The structure of the MPI’s common platform and its usage of the system resourced are described in 

“Appendix c. The System Details and Resource Usage of the Existing System.” The following is its schematic. 

 
Figure 4: Model of the Common Infrastructure Platform 



 

 

3.2. Preparation for Design and Specification of EMDB and Applications 

 Required System 

1) Overall Picture 
As a result of the survey, the overall picture that MPI should have in order to achieve the objectives 

mentioned in the beginning of this report is shown below.  

 
Figure 5: Final System Image 

2) Overview of the System 
As mentioned in the “Chapter 3, 3.1, A. Objectives of the Systems,” items that MPI have to perform 

in its responsibilities are defined, and the system should have mechanisms to achieve those objectives. 
Primary points are as follows; 

 Opening the information of project status widely to understand easily at a glance. 
 Utilizing the information managed by the other provinces. 
 The owners of each project can grasp the situation of projects they manage. 
 Making comparisons and trend analysis of similar projects in order to carry out the project and 

the investment effectively. 
 Results of the analysis can be reflected on the contents of evaluations 
 The information can be easily viewed from the relevant other provinces 
 Data, expected to increase, can be stored for long term, and utilized them for the analysis of 

current projects 

 Gaps against the existing system 

1) Functions 
Based on the situations mentioned previously, the main functions that are insufficient in the existing 

system are summarized below. 



 

 

a. Input 
The systems need functions to collaborate with other systems managed by other ministries, to capture 

and process necessary information appropriately, and to store. 

b. Process 
The systems need functions to collate captured information from other ministries’ system with those 

in the existing system, and to perform linking and association each other. 

c. Output 
The systems need functions to open stored and processed information public via internet, and assist 

users to grasp the status of each project at a glance by using graphs and charts. 

d. Storage 
The systems need to have sufficient area for the long-term storage, and functions to search, compare, 

and analyze information in practical speed of response. 

2) Organization 
Including the existing system, as the only provision of the mechanism is not secure freshness and 

accuracy of information, there are concerns about appropriate information management and utilization 
of it. Therefore, user trainings of basic use and case study of utilization are necessary at the same time 
with widely announcement. 

Also, user assistance, such as opening user support desk or list frequent asked questions, are necessary. 

3) Operation 
It is necessary to continue to implement maintenance operations, such as improvement of the system 

and contents of user trainings accordance with system usage, user support desk, or continuous update of 
frequently asked questions list.  

Also, avoiding service suspensions due to equipment failures by contracting hardware maintenance 
agreement, establishment of backups and recovery procedures, and setting recovery time objective are 
required. 

4) Infrastructure 
In addition to the current redundancy of all equipment, ensuring the storage capacity for long-term 

storage of data, and system expansion by resources supplement onto the common platform are needed. 
Also, mechanisms to extend systems with additional resources on demand are required because of the 

future economic growth.  

5) Others 
It needs to be considered that MPI can operate the system independently. For example, the MPI needs 

to outsource even minor modifications of the systems because no documents, such as system design or 
application source code, has been disclosed by application vendor who developed parts of the existing 
systems. Such a situation should be avoided. 

 Required Specifications 

1) Functions 



 

 

a. List of Required Functions 
In addition to the functions implemented in the existing systems, following functions should be 

implemented. 
Table 3: List of Required Functions 

No. Function Description 
1 Login: 

User authentication associate with 
the existing authorization systems 

Such as Login history, user registration, password 
change, policy management, account status 
management(delete, update, suspend, add, change 
rights) 

2 Display: Project list  Such as Project Information, Project List and sorting 
(by project name, status, amount of payments, 
amount of budgets, date of next task or so), filter, 
search 

3 Display: Project schedule  Such as Basic schedule, Detailed schedule, Progress, 
Status, Payment Plans 

4 Display: Project information 
(detailed information)  

Such as Project related information, Progress, Status, 
Contractors, Related projects 

5 Display: Procurement information Such as Categorizing, History, Schedule, Excessed 
days, Standard process 

6 Display: Loan information  Such as Categorizing, Aggregations(Assigned, Not 
Assigned, Plans, Annuals), Evidences 

7 Display: Payment information Such as Categorizing, Aggregations(Logs, Paid, 
Payable, Plans, Comparison of plans and actuals), 
Evidence, Long-term, Short-term 

8 Display: Dashboards Such as Project Summary, Filtering Delayed 
projects, Payment Status, Status Grouping, 
Remaining Amount of Payable, Status Alert 

9 Display: Rankings Such as Sorting by Payment information, Sorting by 
Progress 

10 Display: Report Such as Individual project report, Periodical report, 
Progress report, Delayed Project Report, Payment 
Report, Plan and Actual Report, Rate of On-
Schedule, Delay of Report, Evaluation Report 
(Projects, Consultants, Contractor)  

11 Project related document 
management  

Such as Filtering, Searching, Logs, Archiving, Grep 
Search, High-lighting, strength of relations 

12 Analyze (BI function) Such as such as trend analysis, drill-down analysis, 
slice analysis, dice analysis, and comparison 
analysis. 
For analysis, user can select data freely, set the axis 
and view of analysis, and provide result through the 
network. 

13 Data linkage/collation Linking with other systems, capturing necessary 
data, and pairing each dataset for further use. 

b. Linkage Functions 
Although further discussions with MPI are necessary for detailed design, following linkage functions 

need to be considered for EMDB design.  

i. Data Exchange with the Existing Systems 



 

 

As user trainings of data input for the existing system had been performed from December 2015 to 
January 2016, EMDB need to use the data stored in the existing systems. Thus, following points are 
issues to be considered for the system design. 
 Data should be captured from the existing systems or other systems, and filtered or processed as 

needed.  
 Data exchange with existing systems should be available without modification of the existing 

systems or with minimal modifications. 
 The existing system stores data in Vietnamese or English, and those should be processed 

accurately. 

ii. Data Exchange with External Systems 
As mentioned previously, the systems are expected to associate with the external systems managed 

by other ministries. Thus, following points are issues to be considered for the system design.  
 Data should be captured from the external systems, and filtered or processed as needed. 
 Structures of fields in the captured data might be changed without notice.  

iii. Disclosure to Public (Internet) 
Since the systems are assumed to be publicly through the internet as noted previously, the systems 

and their output have to be compatible with general browser software used in Vietnam.  

2) Specifications 

a. Performance 
Since the system should be opened to the public, load balancing and sufficient performance at the high 

volume of accesses are required. The key measurements of performance are assumed as follows; 
 Display of menus, tabular list of projects, graphs, and refresh of those should be done within 3 

seconds. 
 Display of qualitative data, which is defined in particular format, after searching projects using the 

menu should be done within 5 seconds. 
 Display of results that correspond to entire search from project information should be done within 

20 seconds.  

b. Reliability 
To prevent system failure by hardware malfunctions, supports by hardware provider, maintenance 

service of hardware, preventive maintenance should be available on demand. 

c. Availability 
To prevent or minimize the down-time of the system, all equipment and servers should be redundant 

or any counter measures should be applied. 

d. Maintainability 
For operations of the public investment project management system, clear instructions should be 

prepared on the settings that can be changed (tuned) by the system administrator within the Ministry of 
Planning and Investment. Also, system should be flexible to adopt the changes of management systems 
or legal systems. 

e. Integrity 
Settings and customized items of the system configurations should be included to the target of 

backups, and those should be able to restore from those backups. 



 

 

f. Maintenance Operations 
Equipment or its parts should be replaceable using maintenance services within next business day to 

minimize down-time of the system and unexpected expenses. For retail package software, support 
services via e-mails or phones need to be prepared. Also, those services have to be provided in English 
or Vietnamese. 

g. Security Policies 
Since the system is maintained and operated under the MPI, the system should be along with the 

security policies of MPI like other systems managed by MPI. 
 Accesses to the system are controlled with IDs and rights management under the existing 

authentication servers. 
 Access logs record logging in/out of each users (time, ID, success/fail, client device) 
 Access logs can be exported or stored in external media. 
 Settings and configurations can be rolled-back up to 3 generations. 

3) Operations and Teams 

a. Expected Users 
The expected users should be MPI Staffs (System Administrator), Central Government and related 

entities, Staffs in Department of Planning Investment and related entities, Project Owners, Investors, and 
National Citizens. However, all users has to be registered to access to the system prior to the use, for the 
security reasons. 

b. Estimation of the Number of Users 
As the goal in 2 years after the release of EMDB, 20,000 registered users are set. It should be noted 

that the registered users are 2,000 for existing system, and 10 times of current users are assumed to be 
registered to EMDB after release. 

c. Scope of Functions Allowed to Users 
Functions of EMDB are categorized into 4 groups, System Management Functions, Data Registration 

and Reporting Functions, Analyzing Functions, Browsing Functions. Those functions groups are 
assigned to registered users, and each rights are assigned depend on their attributes. Also, higher right 
groups comprise lower right groups. 

Table 4: User Groups 
Group Rights Users Functions Provided 

System 
Administrators 

Administration 
Rights 

System Administrators 
in MPI 

User Control/Right Management 
Database functions  
System Relation functions 
Backup functions 
Import External data functions 

Data Registrars Rights to Input 
Data 

MPI、DPI、and staffs for 
Data Input 

Data Input and Register functions 
Document Management functions 

Internal 
Reviewers 

Rights to 
Analyze Data 

Staffs in Central 
Government and related 
entities 

Analyzing functions 

General Viewers Rights to View Investors and National 
Citizens 

Display published information 



 

 

d. Client Devices 
The access to the EMDB is via WEB browsers to obtain the benefit of accessibility to information 

anytime from anywhere as described in “Chapter 2, 2.1, a background,” and based on the performance 
of publishing the Existing System through the MPI Web site.  

Also, although technology used in display and public functions may have certain requirements to basic 
operation system or browser software, the client devices are not limited depend on the hardware. 

Additionally, it was confirmed that EMDB provide the access to the information as long as mobile 
device has environment that can view the WEB pages. 

However, since client devices to access EMDB will be wide variety of operating systems, versions, 
types, and also browsers, recommended client environment will be selected from widely retailed devices 
after the operation check during the detailed design period. 

4) Others 

a. Limitations of Development of Applications 
None of the decrees in Vietnam limits the application software development. However, the language 

handled in the system is the Vietnamese, thus all application software or database used in the system 
have to be able to handle Vietnamese. Also, all interfaces should be compatible with Vietnamese and 
English for investors. 

Also, since MPI has “Common Fundamental Rules in the System Environment” mentioned in 
“Chapter 3, 3.1, D), 1), b, Common Fundamental Rules in the System Environment,” EMDB should also 
follows those rules. 

 Plans of Training and Implementation 

1) Basic Implementing Plan of the EMDB 
Discussed about the implementation plan after the service release of EMDB, and concluded as follows; 

a. Approach of Implementation 
Managing and reporting project information using the Existing System is defined in the documents, 

and the training about “how to use” had been held already according to this decree. Also, planned 
functions provided by EMDB supplement to the Existing System. In addition, those increase usability 
of the system. Thus, MPI recognize to implement EMDB nationwide is not expected as difficult because 
MPI can notify to use EMDB along with the Existing System. However, it is necessary to appeal that 
EMDB has alert functions or graphical user inter faces that enables to grasp the project status at a glance.  

At the time of the trainings, it is necessary to appeal convenience to use by focusing on visualized 
interfaces and analyzing tools. Also capturing and analyzing the use of the system using statistical 
information such as transition of registered users, access logs, and then feed back to the follow-up 
training contents. Those activities support to promote continuous use of the system. 

b. Items to Implement 
Based on the consideration explained above, and previous trainings, EMDB training materials are 

better to focus on the visualizing tools or analyzing tools.  

c. Users to Implement 
For the discussion of users, users of EMDB are categorized in following 3 groups, and concluded to 

implement EMDB system to users through the training program for each of those groups.  
・System Administrators: Administrators of EMDB 



 

 

・System Users:  Registered Users to use EMDB for duties 
・General Users:  Registered Users to view EMDB from external network 
Assumed users and function group for each group are as follows; 

Table 5: User Groups 
Group Users Provided Function Group 
System 
Administrators 

System Administrators 
of MPI 

User Control and Rights Management Functions 
Database Management Functions 
Data Exchange functions among systems 
Backup functions 
Data import functions 

System Users MPI, DPI, and any 
users who work as 
registrar 

Data input and registration functions 
Document Management Functions 

Central Government 
and related entities 

Analysis functions 

General Users Investors, National 
Citizens 

Display Published Information 

2) Basic Plan of EMDB Trainings 

a. Items to Train 
For the basic plan of EMDB trainings, discussions about the training items held. Concluded training 

items for each defined groups are summarized in “Table 6: Training Materials.” The overview of it is as 
follows;  

i. Trainings for the System Administrators 
Within the functions discussed in “Chapter 3, 3.2, C. Required Specifications,” all supplemental 

functions should be trained. Also, assuming they receives inquiry from system users about the use of 
the system, trouble shootings and responding should be included to the training items 

ii. Trainings for the System Users 
Within the functions discussed in “Chapter 3, 3.2, C. Required Specifications,” analyzing functions, 

and display and publishing functions should be trained. Also, as the premise, trainings about the 
Existing System for data input were held from December 2015 through January 2016 by MPI system 
administrators. 

iii. Trainings for the General Users 
As the functions provided to those users are limited to display, and it is not realistic to have training 

sessions for unspecified number of users, any training will not be planned. However, user manual 
documents and user friendly interfaces to make it possible to use without trainings are required. 

Table 6: Training Materials 

Group of 
Functions Functions 
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Note 

External Data Import ●    
 Data Import ○   Hands-on trainings on actual systems 
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Note 

Collation of Data ○   using Operation Design Document and 
Operation Manuals. 
Trainings about functions overview and 
mechanisms. 

Data Storage ○   

Display and Publishing ● ●   
 Chart Display ○ ○  Small sized seminar using manuals 

Trainings about how to use each 
functions 

Dashboard Display ○ ○  
Alerting ○ ○  

Analyzing ● ▲   
 Creation of Analyzing 

Interfaces 
○   Trainings about how to create analyzing 

interfaces to be provided to system users 
Use of Analyzing Interfaces ○ ○  Trainings about how to use analyzing 

interfaces 

b. Trainers 
After the discussion about the appropriate personnel to perform trainings, followings are the trainers 

for each group of users. 

i. For System Administrators 
The operation design will be performed upon the installation of the EMDB, and operational design 

personnel are responsible for the trainings for the System Administrators of MPI. 

ii. For System Users 
Within the MPI system administrators for the Existing System, select the trainers who have 

experience to have training about the Existing System. The operation design personnel perform 
trainings to those trainers. Also, those trainers are assumed to handle inquiry from system users about 
the EMDB. 

c. Style of Trainings 
Discussions about the effective training styles were held, and concluded as follows; 

i. For System Administrators 
The training style for the system administrators uses hands-on trainings on actual systems using 

operation design documents and operation manual documents. Also, system administrators are 
required to join the system test performed at MPI site to improve understandings from the system 
design. Although those tests should be performed along with the project schedule, at least one group 
session prior to the system release should be held at MPI site.  

ii. For System Users 
The training style for the system administrators uses seminar style using user manuals in the 

classroom. Those seminars hold the side of the announcements, and performed in 3 locations and 2 
times each in North(Hanoi), Middle (Da Nang), South(Ho Chi Minh). Each session is assumed 
approximately 60 participants each time, and those participants are expected to support and announce 
each location they are from. Curriculums and training materials are supported by experts. 



 

 

iii. For General Users 
As discussed in “Chapter 3, 3.2, D, 2), a. Items to Train,” trainings for general users will not be 

performed in this project. 

3.3. Planning for Support 
Based on the situation reported up to previous section, it is believed that enhancement and 

improvements of the existing systems are necessary. To achieve the objectives, supporting plan is 
summarized as follows; 

 Scope of Support 
The scope of support is as follows; 

1) Providing the EMDB Systems 
 Support developing the total design concept and detailed design of database system 
 Install infrastructure environment based on the detail design 
 Develop the new database system based on the detail design, and perform tests 
 Install the developed applications on the development environment to the common platform and 

perform tests 
 Prepare the documentation supporting operation by the MPI, based on the detail design 
 Hand over the developed applications to MPI, and support independence operation by MPI 
 Support evaluation performed by MPI for the developed application, and supporting improvement 

aim to effective use of evaluators in DPI 

2) Conducting Trainings 
 Plan trainings to deploy the system, and support preparation for the trainings 
 Perform a workshop to demonstrate how to create analysis interface using BI tools 
 Support workshops performed by MPI trainers about the use of BI tools to train evaluators in DPI 
 Prepare user's manual of Web system for investors and general registered users 
 Support opening support desk for officials in DPI for the purpose of promotion of the system to 

nationwide and continuation of the long-term promotional activities by MPI 

3) Benefit Capturing and Assistance of Improvement 
 Support evaluation performed by MPI for the application developed in previous activities, and 

support MPI system administrators to improve the application technically. 
 Support opening support desk for officials in DPI for the purpose of promotion of the system to 

nationwide and continuation of the long-term promotional activities by MPI 

 Plans of Activities 

1) Providing the EMDB Systems 
In addition to the current database system, providing new database system that enables to visualize 

and analyze project progress, trends, and results of state-funded projects, and open to the public 
through the internet. 

a. Support developing the total design concept and detailed design of database system 
1) Drafting the technical specification of the database system which link to the current systems and 

achieve the project purpose. 
2) Drafting the technical specification of the infrastructure which link to the current systems and 

achieve the project purpose. 



 

 

3) Develop the basic design and detail design of database system based on the specification 
determined in previous activities. 

4) Develop the basic design and detail design of infrastructure based on the specification determined 
in previous activities. 

b. Install infrastructure environment based on the detail design developed in previous 
activities. 
1) Select and procure the hardware based on the detailed design expand current common 

infrastructure platform 
2) Install hardware procured in previous activities and expand the current common infrastructure 

platform 
3) Prepare isolated development environment for developing the new database system onto the 

common infrastructure platform 
4) Configure basic settings and operation tests of installed environment in activities performed above 

c. Develop the new database system based on the detail design determined by the activities 
in previous activities, and perform tests 
1) Procure applications and licenses necessary for the database system and BI tool that enables to 

visualize the results of analyzed accumulated data 
2) Install applications procured above and configure basic settings 
3) Develop applications on the development environment, based on the detail design 
4) Perform unit tests of applications developed by the activities above on the development 

environment 
5) Perform joint tests of the current systems and developed applications in activities above, on the 

development environment 
6) Perform the data import and system linkage test of developed applications on the development 

environment 

d. Install the applications, developed in previous activities, on development environment to 
the common platform and perform tests 
1) Prepare operation test scenario based on the assumed general use by DPI evaluators. 
2) Install the applications, developed in previous activities, on development environment to the 

common platform and perform tests based on the operation test scenario prepared above 
3) Plan measures against the issues extracted in the operation test above, and perform modification 

of the application 
4) Support the selection of pilot users for the test deployment, and explain the basic operations to 

them 
5) Plan measures against the issues extracted in the test deployment above, and perform modification 

to the application 

e. Prepare the documentation supporting operation by the MPI, based on the detail design 
determined by previous activities 
1) Append and modify the current maintenance manuals related to additional hardware and software 

for system administrators in MPI 
2) Prepare maintenance manuals of the new system, including back-up/restore manual, for system 

administrators in MPI 
3) Prepare operation guides of the new system, including user's guides, BI tool analysis manuals, for 

system administrators in MPI 



 

 

f. Hand over the applications developed in previous activities to MPI, and support 
independence operation by MPI  
1) Perform the workshop about system outline for system administrators in MPI based on basic 

design documents, detailed design documents, operation manuals and user's guides 
2) Perform hands-on training of actual application for system administrators in MPI 

g. Support evaluation performed by MPI for the application developed in previous 
activities, and supporting improvement aim to effective use of evaluators in DPI 
1) Implement one reporting sessions after half year with MPI about the results of inquiry and usage 

status, such as the number of registered users, projects, access to the new system, categorizing 
users by ministries and provinces, and then support MPI to determine priority improvement issues 

2) Support MPI to improve the application based on priorities determined by the activities above 

2) Conducting Trainings  
Performing trainings to MPI system administrators and MPI trainers, and supporting trainings to DPI 

evaluators performed by MPI trainers. 

a. Plan trainings to deploy the system, and support preparation for the trainings 
1) Support MPI to plan training schedule, and decision of the release date of manual in following 

activities 

b. Perform a workshop to demonstrate how to create analysis interface using BI tool, that 
enables to visualize and analyze project progress, trends, and results of state-funded 
projects, to system administrators in MPI 
1) Plan trainings, including contents and timetables, for system administrators in MPI 
2) Prepare training materials, including explanatory materials and handouts, based on determined 

plan in the activities above 
3) Perform a workshop for system administrators in MPI based on the training plan determined 

above(assumed once of 4-hour lecture style session with QA's to 5 participants) 

c. Support workshops performed by MPI trainers about the use of BI tool to train 
evaluators in DPI (Workshop covers BI tool only). 
1) Plan trainings for the evaluators in DPI and trainers of MPI, including contents of sessions, 

functions to be trained, and timetable (facilities, locations, notice, transportation, and any other 
topics not related to the training materials or QA's are excluded) 

2) Prepare training materials, including explanatory materials and handouts, based on determined 
plan in the activities above 

3) "Perform training workshops to MPI trainers who perform training workshops to DPI evaluators. 
4) (assumed once of 4-hour lecture style session with QA's to 5 trainers selected from system 

administrators by MPI)" 
5) "Support a workshop arranged and performed by MPI's trainers for DPI's evaluators based on the 

training plan determined above (Assumed once of 4-hour lecture style session with QA's in each 
of north, central, and south with 60 participants each. Also, participants are responsible to train 
evaluators in each province)" 

d. Prepare user's manual of Web system for investors and general registered users 
1) Prepare user's manual of Web system published on the MPI's web site for investors and general 

registered users 



 

 

e. Support opening support desk for officials in DPI for the purpose of promotion of the 
system to nationwide and continuation of the long-term promotional activities by MPI 
1) Open the support desk for DPI evaluators, and perform one month of the inquiry correspondence 

as the on-the-job training to MPI system administrators (Support desk is open only for DPI 
evaluators who attended training workshop, and the support desk is assumed to be operated by 3 
operators). 

2) Take over support desk opened by the activities in above to system operators in MPI, and support 
operation by MPI for one month. 

3) Create the inquiry correspondence list based on the result of actual inquiry, and keep the list up to 
date. 

3) Benefit Capturing and Assistance of Improvement 
Support MPI to evaluate and improve the application and trainings aim to effective and continuous 

use of the application 

a. Support evaluation performed by MPI for the application developed in previous 
activities, and support MPI system administrators to improve the application technically. 
1) Implement reporting sessions in every half year with MPI about the results of inquiry and usage 

status, such as the number of registered users, projects, access to the new system, categorizing 
users by ministries and provinces, and then support MPI to determine priority improvement issues 
related to the application itself 

2) Support MPI to improve the application technically based on priorities determined by the activities 
above 

b. Support MPI trainers to perform one follow-up training workshops for evaluators in 
DPI after 6 months for the propose of continuous promotion of usage of the new system 
1) Implement reporting sessions in every half year with MPI about the results of inquiry and usage 

status, such as the number of registered users, projects, access to the new system, categorizing 
users by ministries and provinces, and then support MPI to determine priority improvement issues 
related to the training and manual materials 

2) Discuss follow-up training contents for more efficient use of the system, and support MPI to plan 
follow-up trainings 

3) Support follow-up training performed by MPI trainers for evaluators in DPI based on the training 
plan determined above (Assumed once after 6 months of 4-hour lecture style session with QA's in 
each of north, central, and south with 60 participants each. Also, participants are responsible to 
train evaluators in each province). 

 Schedule 

1) Idea of Project Schedule 
Based on the supporting plans described above, an idea of the project schedule is planned as 

overviewed in “Table 7: Draft Project Schedule.” 
The duration of the project is assumed for 24 months, service release of the EMDB system is set in 12 

months after project starts. Also, trainings, benefit capturing, system improvements, and follow up 
trainings are planned in following 12 months. 

The detailed project scheduled is described in “Appendix d. The Idea of Project Schedule.” 



 

 

Table 7: Draft Project Schedule 
Phase -3month -6 -9 -12 -15 -18 -21 -24 
Specification        

 
 

Detailed Design        
 

 

Development / 
Improvement 

       
 

 

Testing        
 

 

Training 
(System Admin) 

       
 

 

Training 
(Users) 

       
 

 

Evaluation        
 

 

 Cost Estimation 

1) System Structures 
For the cost estimation of the entire project, the design of EMDB applications and system structure 

for assumption is drafted. Goods and services to procure are summarized in next section. 

2) Items of Cost Estimation 
For the cost estimation, each item is categorized as follows; 

a. Procurements of Goods 
Table 8: Category of Materials 

Category Initial Cost Maintenance Cost 
Hardware Server Devices Cost for purchase goods, 

installment, and 
maintenance services 
during project period.  

Cost that required after 
the project ends. 
(such as hardware 
maintenance services) 

Storage Devices 
Tape Devices 
Network Devices 

Software For Common Platform 
 -Virtual Environment 
 -Operation System 
 -Database System 
 -Application Platform 

Cost for purchase good, 
and any other cost such as 
annual license or annual 
support. 

Cost that required after 
the project ends. 
（such as annual license or 
annual software support） 

Anti-Virus Software 
Backup Software 
Analyzing Software(BI) 
Software for WEB Servers 

b. Services of Work 
Table 9: Category of Roles 

Category 1st Year 2nd Year 
Project Management/Promotion Calculate assumed man-

month for each category 
based on the idea of 
project schedule, and 
calculate the cost for the 1st 
year of the project. 

Calculate assumed man-
month for each category 
based on the idea of project 
schedule, and calculate the 
cost for the 2nd year of the 
project. 

Infrastructure (Design, Install, Test) 

Operation Design (Design, Test) 

Trainings (Plan, Prepare, Perform) 

Unit/Combine/Link 
/ 

Total 
/ 

/ 



 

 

Application Development 
(Design, Development, Test) 

(including transportation, 
Stay, and other expenses） 

（including transportation, 
Stay, and other expenses） 

3) Cost Estimation 
Calculating cost for each of the items above, estimation is concluded that the project cost 

approximately 000,000,000 Yen until the project ends to perform the activities described in planning for 
support. Also, MPI have to bear the cost of approximately 000,000,000 Yen annually to maintain the 
system.  

 

  



 

 

Appendix a. The Database List of Existing System 

Category No. Category Table No. Field Count Note 

1 General Project Information 
(Thông tin chung dự án) 

1-1 7 Locations 

1-2 5 Capitals 

1-3 10 General Information 

1-4 71 Detailed Information 

1-5 5 Sectors 

1-6 4 Adjustment 

1-7 15 Documents 

2 Tender, Contractors, Contract 
(Đấu thầu, nhà thầu , Hợp 
đồng) 

2-1 14 Plans 

2-2 30 Package 

2-3 4 Capitals 

2-4 29 Contract 

2-5 4 Package Capitals 

2-6 5 Categories 

3 Project Tracking 
(Theo dõi dự án) 

3-1 20 Compensation 

3-2 25 Performance 

3-3 11 Value of Package 

3-4 6 Value of Capital 

3-5 11 Demands (5 Years) 

3-6 9 Budget  

3-7 9 Budget (5 Years) 

3-8 22  

3-9 22  

3-10 11 Demand Detail 

3-11 14 Demand 

3-12 15 Demand Capital 

3-13 12 Paid Package 

3-14 10 Paid Capital 

3-15 10 Accept 

3-16 7 Accept Capital 

3-17 13 Progress 
*This document is only for the references. 
*The original documents are strictly confidential due to the security reasons. 
  



 

 

Appendix b. Concept Data of Existing System 

 
*This document is only for the references. 
*The original documents are strictly confidential due to the security reasons. 
  

1-4 Project

Branch No.
Investor No.
Name of project
Starting time
Completion time

Total investment

:

:

Project No.<FK>
Adjustments

2-4 Project Procurement 

plan Package Contract

Contract adjustments 
day
Contract Name
Contract Number
Contract price     :

:

Package No.<FK>
Project No.
Adjustments
KHDT No..
KHDT Adjustments
Contract Number.
HD Adjustments

2-2 Project Procurement 

plan Package

Package Name
Tender package price
Implementation time HD
Contractors No.

:

:

Package No.<FK>
Project No.
Adjustments
KHDT No.
KHDT Adjustments

2-1 Project Procurement 

plan

KHDT Name_vn
KHDT 
KHDT Name_en
Expertise No.

:

:

KHDT No.<FK>
KHDT Adjustments
Project No.
Adjustments

3-13 Project Paid 

capital Package

Project No.
Package No.
Contract No.
End day
Total

:

:

ID

3-3 Project The value 

of Implementation 

Package

Project No.
Package No.
Contract No.
End day
Total

:

:

ID

3-8 Information of the 

allocated budget

Project No.
Allocated date
Allocated total
Budget total
Build
Device
Consultant

:

:

ID

3-15 Project Volume 

Acceptance

Project No.
End day
Package No.
Contract No.
Total

:

:

ID

3-17 Project Progress 

Capital compensation 

GPMB

Project No.
End day
Total Plan
Total Expenditure

ID

3-1 Project 

Compensation 

information GPMB

Project No.
Adjustments
Approve plans some 
text
Approve plans sign 
day     :

:

ID

3-2 Project 

Performance 

Compensation GPMB

Project No.
Adjustments
Compensate From Day
Compensate Come Day

:
:

ID

3-11 Project Demand for 

capital

Project No.
Year
Build
Device
Consultant

:

:

ID<FK>



 

 

Appendix c. The System Details and Resource Usage of The Existing System 

 
Storage Usage (List of Data Stores) 

No Capacity Used %  No Capacity Used % 
1 2,000 GB 1,579 GB 79%  11   273 GB     1 GB 0% 
2 2,000 GB   940 GB 47%  12    87 GB     1 GB 1% 
3 2,000 GB 1,920 GB 96%  13    87 GB     1 GB 1% 
4 5,000 GB 4,825 GB 97%  14    87 GB     1 GB 1% 
5 1,460 GB   525 GB 36%  15    28 GB     8 GB 29% 
6 1,023 GB   591 GB 58%      
7 5,000 GB 3,380 GB 68%      
8 4,000 GB 3,517 GB 88%      
9   273 GB     1 GB 0%      
10   273 GB     5 GB 2%      
 

*This document is only for the references. 
*The original documents are strictly confidential due to the security reasons. 
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Appendix d. The Idea of Project Schedule 
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